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ADDENDUM NO. 3 
 
Date: September 16, 2022 
 
To: General Trades Bidders 
 
From: John DeMarco – Project Manager 
 Email:  jdemarco@foodtech.com 
  
Project: 102203, Lactalis Whey Plant 
 
 
This addendum forms an integral part of the above-mentioned bid package.  The original bid 
package documents and any prior addenda remain in full force and effect, except as modified 
by the information contained herein, which shall take precedence over any contrary provisions 
in the prior documents. 
 
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION/CLARIFICATION: 

 
 Question#1:  “Please provide all existing drawings particularly structural drawings for 

estimating the concrete demolition and quantity of backfill required after foundations are 
removed. If not available we believe you should provide a Sketch indicating the 
assumptions to be included so everyone is on the same page now with bidding and later 
with deviations to what is actually encountered.”  
 Food Tech Response:  No record drawings are available.  This can be discussed 

during the Bidder walkthrough and further clarification provided in a future addendum. 
 

 Question #2:  “It appears that the steel demolition will start with a joist removal and the 
remaining deck will need to be shored  ( detail 13/S2.400 ) until new foundations and 
steel line is installed to support the deck. Will the shoring be provided by the temporary 
panel contractor as a means of supporting the temporary wall panels or by this contract”  
 Food Tech Response:  Shoring will be provided by the General Trades Subcontractor. 

 
 Question #3:  “ Referencing Drawing A2.401, other than detail 6 which shows a typical 

detail for bollards and floor painting at electric panel locations I am not seeing any 
interior bollards (excluding goal post assembly each side of the rapid roll door). Please 
identify how many Detail 6 conditions we should include as well as a quantity of other 
interior bollards if any.” 
 Food Tech Response:  Detail 6/A2.401 will not apply to this project. There will be no 

interior bollards. 
 

 Question #4:  “Detail 1 installation method is not what is typically used in this area 
which is a 18” dia concrete foundation the bollard is cast into prior to placement of final 
surface material such as asphalt or concrete pavement. . FYI I suppose. Also I do not 
see any exterior bollards shown. If any required please indicate quantity to be included.”  



 

 

 Food Tech Response:  Noted regarding standard installation in this area. Please 
include 18 exterior bollards which would be placed around the chillers. 

 
 Question #5:  “Do not see any fire extinguishers. If we are providing how many bracket 

mounted and how many semi recessed type fire extinguishers are required. If anything 
special please provide Specification.” 
 Food Tech Response:  Please figure (15) bracket mounted fire extinguishers. 
   

 Question #6:  “There is a significant amount of joist reinforcing being done to joists in 
the existing Warehouse. Please elaborate on all requirements, restrictions, work hours, 
expectations etc required to do this work  including working around existing product etc 
as well as what is required for painting new steel and or existing steel and what product 
would be required. It would seem this work would want to occur during a period of plant 
maintenance shutdown if Lactalis has that program.” 
 Food Tech Response:  This needs to be responded to by the Owner. 

 
 Question #7:  “Detail 1 shows 5 existing web members being reinforce at each end 

however referenced large scale detail 3 Shows 4 members. Please clarify.” 
 Food Tech Response:  The quantity of web members is graphical only.  All web 

members within the dimension shown need to be upgraded per the drawings. 
 

 Question #8:  “Referencing Drawing A2.401, How many supports shown in Detail 8 are 
required?” 
 Food Tech Response:  Please provide (10) of the specified detail. 

 
 Question #9:  “Drawing S1.401 has a 300# and 2500# unit shown in vicinity of Column 

lines C1 and D1. On drawing A4.101 these 2 units are drawn in light lines indicating they 
would be presumed existing. Please provide direction to include flashing them.” 
 Food Tech Response:  The units in question are not existing and will be installed as 

part of this project. Please include flashing for these units. 
 

 Question #10:  “Please clarify if some or all of the additional roof openings identified in 
the Structural Steel Scope Of Work  Item 2.c.ii on pages 11 and 12 of 21 should be 
included by the roofing contractor”  
 Food Tech Response:  All of the openings listed on pages 11 and 12 of 21 should be 

included by the roofing contractor. 
 

 Question #11:  “Scope of Work – Roofing, 2nd Section  ROOF ACCESS paragraph 3 
requires a plan showing locations and details to provide pricing for this. Also, who is 
providing and installing this ?”  
 Food Tech Response:  Paragraph #3 can be deleted and is not applicable for this 

project.  Please disregard. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
 
 
John DeMarco 
Food Tech, Inc. 


